Lightning Scars
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Lightning Scars
THE ROYAL Society and the Smithsonian Institute, as well as Jesuit
sponsored learning institutions everywhere in the world, also park rangers,
would have you know the Grand Canyon was formed 5 to 6 million years
ago when the Colorado River slowly began to cut a channel through layers
rock, one mile deep. Ridiculous. But you’ve probably been spoon fed that
indoctrination already. It’s why you’re here. To scrub the bad taste out of
your mouth. The young earth creationists come up with a good theory on
their own. It has to do with Noach’s flood. Everything has to do with
Noach’s flood in their own mind though. Quite the shame. So many lost
opportunities. His-Story informs us there were far more reset events than
the great deluge of Noach’s day, and the Grand Canyon very likely appears
to be one of them.
There are other theories. One is that the Grand Canyon was once
a giant quarry. Interesting but untrue. Sure, there were giants in them parts
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at one time. And I’m not here to dispute the claims that mummies and
other goodies from the Egyptian treasury were secret carted away by
Jesuits posing as U-Haul Movers. I’m willing to bet the Grand Canyon
was a city at one time. No doubt a happening place. The entire high plateau
region was probably a sprawling Metropolis. That’s something which I
aim to show over the following so many pages.
In review, evolutionists insist
millions of years, hoping the
magically unattainable number
will make their story more
credible, whereas the young
earth creationists claim a single
year for the Colorado River to
do its work. What I’m presently
saying is, neither the young earth
creationists nor the Darwinians
stick the landing. And that is
because the Grand Canyon
cannot be explained by water erosion alone. There are too many rivers
crisscrossing the other. That’s not supposed to happen. Certainly not in a
flood. Sure, keep coming at me with your magic and claim gravity had a part
in it. Electrical scarring is another matter entirely. It seems entirely
plausible that the formation of the Grand Canyon was a major electrical
event. But it doesn’t end there. We find the same sort of scaring all over
the world. We’ll get to that in a moment. But first…
This is what I’m talking about,
right here. Negative electric
discharge scaring. Two separate
photos document two individual
bodies. The left arm on the right
and somebody else’s backside on
the left. Their thick branching
redness was created due to the
current from a nearby lightning
strike. That much isn’t disputed. And as you can clearly see, the electrical
discharge created geometric patterns across their flesh. There’s another
name for that. The phenomenon is often referred to as a treeing effect.
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Well, what do you know? Another treeing effect but demonstrated on a
woman this time. She too was struck by lightning, obviously. The negative
electrical discharge scaring begins at the backside of her neck and
continues down to her stomach. There are various other photographs
which document what permanent scarring a lightning bolt might do to the
flesh, but the point has been made, no? Moving on in our investigation.

The Lichtenberg figure is just
another way of describing the treeing
effect. Today we are filled with all
sorts of new vocabulary. This is how
they define the Lichtenberg figure.
It’s a branching electrical discharge
resulting from a natural phenomenon
which exhibits fractal properties and
appears on the surface or in the
interior of insulating materials,
including solids, liquids, and gases.
And as you can clearly observe, we
have before us what looks like a tree.
See, now we’re getting somewhere.
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Admit it. You didn’t believe me when I said the Grand Canyon was the
result of a major electrical event. Perhaps I should have called it negative
electric discharge scarring or a Lichtenberg figure. No matter. The Grand
Canyon gives the same treeing effect which we’ve seen in the other
photos. That much I’m certain of. Whether it is or isn’t is undoubtedly a
matter of debate. I’m just offering this information as it comes along.
Thanks to the boys up in space and satellites sending us photos of
the Earth (EDIT: I too enjoy recreational activities such as swimming
and blowing bubbles underneath; also, high weather balloons are
amazing), I’ve collected various other photos for the jury’s consideration.
They derive from nearly every known continent on this flat, motionless
plane, telling us how massive this electrical discharge event truly was.
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Clockwise from left to right, we find ourselves continent hopping between
Australia and South America. Specifically, Columbia. Amazing how
even the rivers form treeing effects. Sure, we could be observing
landscapes carved over thousands of years due to the bulldozing of sand
and sediment. Or a major catastrophe scarred the earth and the waters
filled in its fracturs. I’m not holding a gun to your head. That’s for you to
decide. In the meantime, let’s keep snooping around.

On the right, we find ourselves in Australia again. Our destination on the
left however is Egypt. Not a lot of water in North Africa and so, I’m
guessing that’s the Nile. I checked. It is. That then begs the question, is it
really the Nile? I mean, it is a river, and likewise, it has a name. But is it the
Nile of old? For all I know, the scarring event was so extreme upon the
earth that all one can really do is claim one waterway or another for the
Nile.
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Hitting up nearly every known continent on earth, we next fall upon Saudi
Arabia. The treeing pattern couldn’t be any more apparent. Scarring is
everywhere. What we find in Russia is on par with its vodka. That’s the
picture on the right. So much elevation. The deeper areas are rich green,
whereas the higher elevations are covered in snow. I’m aware of the fact
that water always finds its level. We see that here. But there’s so much
more going on if you take the time to really look at it. The electrical pattern
is everywhere, not just in the waterways. It is the land which was radically
altered.

This one goes out to all my Canadian friends. Mm-hmm, we’ve arrived in
Mountie and maple country. That’s insane in the membrane. Again,
deeper rich green and higher elevation snow. Is it simply the water canals
we’re looking at? No, the entire landscape appears reshaped by an
electrical scarring event. Last but certainly not least, we peer in upon the
United States from above. Better late than never, but I had forgotten to
mention that these arial photos are sometimes referred to as ‘fractal
geometry’. How adorable. Anyways, if I’m looking at what I think I’m
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seeing, people didn’t stand a chance. Noach’s flood didn’t do that. This is
Day of Yahuah stuff. The peoples of the earth were deep fried within
seconds, wherever these electrical discharges landed. Nobody opposing
the Most-High Elohiym of Yashar’el stood a chance.
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